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Law Firm / Cyber TMT Litigation
Arent Fox

Arent Fox’s interdisciplinary team of cybersecurity and data
protection attorneys handle the full scope of data security and
protection issues from advice and counseling to investigations,
incident planning and response .

BakerHostetler

BakerHostetler provides comprehensive and trusted guidance
across six key areas: compliance counseling and risk / security
assessment, incident response and preparation, privacy
litigation, regulatory compliance and defense, technology and IT
contracts, and mergers and acquisitions and transactions.

Dentons

Dentons works with clients to enhance disclosures, strengthen
compliance and implement integrated risk management
programs, and use their strategic insight to help respond to
crises.

Law Firm / Coverage & Data Breach
Mullen Coughlin LLC Mullen Coughlin LLC is exclusively dedicated to representing

organizations facing data privacy events, information security
incidents, and the need to address these risks before a crisis
hits.

Mendes

Mendes acts as coverage and monitoring counsel to cyber
insurers, providing comprehensive incident response
management as well as claims and litigation management.

Incident Response / Forensics
Kivu Consulting

Kivu Consulting provides forensic analysis and technical
remediation for organizations facing a possible data breach
in four key phases: preparation, identification, containment
and recovery.

Crypsis Group

Crypsis places an advisor to guide the client through the
initial steps in determining if an attack has occurred, how the
attacker gained entry, block further access, determine the
severity of the breach, and performs a forensic investigation
to understand which data is at risk and how to protect it from
further intrusions.

FireEye (f.k.a
Mandiant)

Mandiant, a FireEye company, is the leader in helping
organizations respond to and proactively protect against cyber
security threats through their incidence response program.

Kroll

Kroll specializes in identifying, remediating and monitoring risk
across your enterprise, leveraging their network of certified
security and forensic experts in the event of a breach.

Charles River
Associates

Charles River Associates provide independent cybercrime
investigation, rapid cyber incident response, and world class
cyber security risk management.

PR / Crisis Management
Inform

Inform is an integrated communications firm, coupling public
relations, marketing, advertising, social and new media tools
to meet your goals. Their team of experts has exceptional
experience in the area of crisis communications from planning to
response.

Red24

Should a company experience a crisis, red24 can assist
in resolving the incident with the least possible impact to
operations, reputation and profitability. Their established crisis
management responders can help resolve a system breach
crisis as well as provide effective guidance on reputational risk
management.

Torrenzano

Torrenzano senior professionals know how it feels to be on the
firing line because they’ve been there. Their philosophy is simple:
move quickly, take control of the situation, establish credibility,
communicate and deliver on statements and promises.

Data Breach Resolution
Experian

Experian Data Breach Resolution has managed thousands of
data breaches –during a data breach, they protect you and your
customers with world-class security standards and services
including: incident management, notification, identity protection
solutions, call center support and reporting.
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